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table in bootstrap using only CSS? I'm relatively new to CSS & the web and have been frustrated by trying to center a CSS
centered table. I've built the table using table-layout:fixed but the text wraps around due to the width of the table being fixed.
Here's a jsfiddle of the table with how it sits in the webpage. If you try to open it in a browser (assuming you have the latest
version of chrome) I think it will show properly. A: Your solution should be - table { display: table; table-layout: fixed; width:
100%; vertical-align: middle; margin: 0 auto; } DEMO Q: Find an example of an Rado space which is not first-countable and is
homeomorphic to $[0,1]$ Find an example of an Rado space which is not first-countable and is homeomorphic to $[0,1]$. I
know that $\textbf{R}^\omega$ (or any $c_0$-subspace) is an example of a non-first countable Rado space. A: The closed unit
ball (in the trivial norm) of $\ell_\infty$ is a perfect, non-Archimedean metric space. The only spaces homeomorphic to it are
$[0,1]$ and $S_1$. A Rado space is second countable, so it is first countable. A perfect, non-Archimedean metric space is
always ultrametric (i.e. all distances are strictly greater than the corresponding diameter), and a perfect metric space is thus
Rado. This argument shows that your space is Rado and homeomorphic to $[0,1]$: the product of a perfect, non-Archimedean
metric space with $\ell_\infty$ is Rado and a perfect, ultrametric metric space is still ultrametric. This argument also shows that
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